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One Part Ready to Use Oxidizing Stain Remover
One Part Ready to Use Oxidizing Stain Oxidizer:
A product designed to alter the structure of stains by removing, oxidizing, or making them invisible. Ideal
for use with mustard, furniture stains, wood stains, shoe polish, urine contamination, coffee, vomit, pigments, and other staining materials you would not eat or drink.
Triplephase provides you with three distinct levels of performance as a stain remover. First, activated
oxygen makes the stain invisible. Secondly, when residual discoloration remains, this product will continue
to work as it dries. Third, specially blended polymers protect the carpet from re-soiling and fight against
the spill wicking back. This product is for use with synthetic carpet or fabrics only. Not recommended for
natural fabrics. FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

• Makes the most troublesome stains disappear
• Works in three phases - activated oxygen makes stain disappear,
residual discoloration is eliminated by additional ingredients, and
polymers protect against resoiling and wicking
DIRECTIONS

CS513QT

APPLICATION CHART

Common Household Stains
Mustard, Coffee, Wine
Pet Urine Stains
Vomit, Medicine
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H = Recommended 3= Acceptable
RTU pH
5.5
Item #: CS513QT
Available in quarts and 12x1 quart cases

Compare to:
• Pros Choice® StainoneTM
• VacawayTM ProblemBGoneTM
• Pros Choice® Stain Magic®

1. Always pretest for colorfastness in an inconspicuous area.
2. Clean discolored area thoroughly. Remove as
much of the staining material as possible with
conventional spotting techniques before apply
Triplephase.
3. Apply with flip top spotting lid or with trigger
sprayer straight across the affected area of the
stain. Allow to dwell five to ten minutes. Agitate
with spotting spatula or tamping brush, and blot
with clean, colorfast white absorbent towel. Rinse
and extract area thoroughly to remove as much of
the stain and moisture as possible. If any residual
stain remains, apply Triplephase again. Allow to
dry. Do not judge final results until solution has
dried. KEEP CHILDREN AND PETS AWAY
FROM TREATED AREA UNTIL IT IS COMPLETELY DRY. For mustard stains, consider
prolonged exposure (20 minutes to four hours) to
an ultraviolet light.
4. Store in cool, dark area. High heat and sunlight
exposure can dramatically impact shelf life and
effectiveness of product. Store only what you need
in the work vehicle and keep as far away from

Distributed by:

4282 South 590 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84123
www.groomindustries.com
(800) 397-3759

truck mount as possible. Do not put in pressurized
sprayer.
Notice: This product contains oxidizers and may
pull the original color of the carpeting, especially
when used in conjunction with heat and other accelerating actions.

